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MINUTES

Meeting County Durham Economic Partnership Board

Date of Meeting Tuesday 7th February 2017

Time 13.30 – 15.30

Venue The Farnham Room, County Hall

Attendees:
Brian Tanner Chair
Sue Parkinson Vice Chair & Chair of the Business, Enterprise & 

Skills Group
Carol Daniell Job Centre Plus
Ian Thompson Director of Regeneration and Economic Dev
Geraldine Kay Derwentside Homes
Tarryn Lloyd Payne Strategy & Partnerships, Durham County Council
Angela Brown Strategy & Partnerships, Durham County Council
Cllr Eddie Tomlinson Chair of Rural Working Group
Alison Gittins Durham Business Club
Jon Gluyas Durham University
Sarah Robson Chair of Housing Forum
Stephen Tracey Durham County Council
Lorraine O’Donnell Durham County Council
Gordon Elliott Durham County Council

1. Welcome

BT welcomed everyone to the meeting today. 

2. Apologies

Neil Graham Chair of Durham City Board
Michelle Gorman Visit County Durham
Barbara Gubbins County Durham Community Federation
Cllr Neil Foster Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Economic Development 

and Regeneration, Durham County Council
Simon Goon Business Durham
Simon Hanson FSB
Andy Palmer Head of SPP, Durham County Council
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3. Minutes of the last meeting
These were agreed as a true record.

4. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising and all actions are complete.

5. Partnership Transformation – Lorraine O’Donnell
LO thanked the Board for inviting her to today’s meeting and gave an overview of 
the Council Transformation Programme:-

 Time is right to develop the organisation and its culture
 Listened to Partners and ready for a new phase of partnership working
 Want to ensure the organisation is fit for purpose, modern, vibrant and in 

a strong position to tackle challenge
 Want to make the most of existing opportunities and address a range of 

key challenges

BT commented on the issue discussed at the last CDP Board meeting concerning 
child neglect and related aspirations of parents. Brian would welcome the 
opportunity for the CDEP to understand drivers behind the notion of raising 
aspirations more generally.  LO mentioned there was a general recognition that 
this is an issue and agreed that work needs to be done across the partnership to 
look at this. 

GK asked if it would be helpful to create a profile of issues regarding social 
problems that trigger child neglect.  The AAPs are crucial and it is helpful to use 
the coordinators as facilitation.  GE informed the Board that aspirations were not 
mentioned at the Safeguarding Board. . 
SR mentioned that excellent work, which can be built upon, is being coordinated 
through the Family Intervention Programme (FIP).  CD also commented on the 
wider role of JCP which already has staff seconded to troubled families.  Staff are 
also working in schools to get information across on the local labour market, 
applications and digital awareness. The board agreed this would be an area to 
coordinate further.  
 
SP agreed that it was important for the board to always revaluate how it works 
and the CDEP’s role within the wider partnerships. However, SP also mentioned 
that ‘the devil lies in the detail’ of how to develop a partnership from Good to 
Great within the context of diminishing resources. SP highlighted the contribution 
that she and her working group were making in delivering key outcomes and was 
clear on needing to be sure of retaining an informed resource in support of the 
sub groups, partnership working and the Boards key priorities. SR felt that the 
focus of the Partnership needs to be tighter. .  We need to develop clarity on the 
information we have and then we can see as a partnership how best we could 
make a better impact.

LO recognised these concerns and would be keen to explore with Sue further how 
we can maximise partnership resources and share expertise.

Action - SP and LO/GE to discuss partnership working.
 
BT thanked LO and GE for attending today

Action – AB to circulate presentation
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6. State of the County – Stephen Tracey
ST gave a presentation to the Board on the State of the County which gave an 
overall picture of what the success would look like over the next 20-30 years.
He covered the following under an overview of Measures of Success

o Employment Rate
o GVA
o Business Growth
o Gross Disposable Household Income
o Employment Deprivation

Questions
It is appreciated that ONS have changed the rules where people are registering 
as self-employed and working as contractors rather than SMEs.  Can we have 
clarification on this? 

ST replied that we had seen growth in self-employment overall and it may be 
related to fixed term or zero hour contracts.  These data are survey based.

How can we tell the difference between someone who is self-employed and 
someone who has a micro business?  

ST replied that all these data are VAT registered data.  The bank search data 
show similar results. It was felt that it would be good to have all this information 
condensed. 

The disability levels are also a clear concern and further analysis would be 
welcomed.  CD mentioned that before Christmas JCP were working with DCC in 
relation to disability confidence. They organised an event which was later 
cancelled due to lack of interest, and they are now trying to engage with smaller 
groups to aid these organisations to be disability confident.

It was noted that of 16-24 year olds, only 27000 are in work which is the second 
lowest employment rate in England.  ST will approach ONS to see if he can get 
more substantial analysis as it is a consistent trend which has gone up in the last 
few data releases.  ET asked if there is a profile of mental disability within that 
number.ST commented that he could look at regional levels or speak to ONS 
regarding this.

As a County we have a large fraction of businesses that are in the very small to 
micro category and barriers to growth need examination and attention.

Skills are an issue for people in the 50 plus age group. CD said they are doing a 
lot of training on confidence building and developing basic skills.  JCP has started 
this in Stockton two weeks ago, and will start in Darlington very soon.  26 places 
were available and there is now a waiting list.

BT thanked ST for his presentation today and commented that the information 
was very helpful.

Action – AB to circulate presentation
Action – Further analysis mentioned in discussion to be discussed by 
relevant working groups.

7. Working Group Report Update & Discussion 
BT mentioned that a copy of the report had been circulated with papers for the 
meeting. The Board were asked: 
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 To note the report, paying attention to the challenges and opportunities 
presented for each partnership group. 

 Continue to receive regular update reports and link them to overall 
performance at each board meeting.

Business Enterprise & Skills (SP) The group is currently working on the BES 
portal. This has gone through Cabinet and other partners are adopting it.  SG & 
SP will be doing another roadshow to try and get more people signed up to its 
implementation.

Durham City Board (SR) The first two challenges and opportunities highlighted in 
the report were emphasised. 

Housing Forum (SR) there had been a review of the partnership in 2 areas. The 
key emerging issues will be housing demand and White Paper.  SR commented 
that the local Housing Allowance is £75 and a flat rent is well over this amount. 
Rents could be reduced but there would be no economic benefit.  Durham has 
been very active in this area. The Supported Housing Scheme, which is scheme 
for vulnerable people, will be effected.  The Live and Learn Disability Scheme 
provides £200 and Local Housing Allowance is only £75, so there is no top up to 
support this.  LHA is too low and this is a major issue.

Rural (ET) There is a need to keep working on the last third point in the report in 
the light of the stalling of devolution. .

BT concluded that the Board had read the reports and endorsed the contents. It 
will continue to receive regular update reports and aims to link content at each 
Board meeting.

8. EU Programme – Sue Parkinson
ERDF has 54% of County Durham’s allocation fully committed and the group is 
working as “business as usual” in the context of Brexit. March, July and 
September will see new calls going out for further activity.  
ESF has £26m committed.  There are now 6 calls in development.
EAFRD – Calls are now live.

9. Partner and Working Group Updates

BT invited the chairs to provide updates:

Sue Parkinson – Business, Enterprise & Skills Working Group
The CDEP have been asked to give a response to the Industrial Strategy.  The 
BES had a discussion at the last meeting and will be drafting a response.

Eddie Tomlinson – Rural Working Group
The November meeting was held at Houghall College.  £12.7m investment has 
been put into Houghall.  They have now joined the Rural group and are working 
actively within the County on Level 3 courses.  They will be hosting the next Rural 
Group meeting so that anyone from the group that missed the tour of the 
equestrian centre can see this.
At the meeting last week there was an update on the LEADER programme. North 
Pennines has been allocated £168m and coastal areas £11.3m, with lots of 
pipeline cases coming through.   There were discussions around masterplans.  
CLA has developed a lobbying document concerning government income 
subsidies to farming.  The biggest concern is the marketing of lambs. Intervention 
is needed.
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Geraldine Kay – Housing Forum 
The last forum was held at the Police HQ and was all about partnership.  There is 
a change in pattern around crime, which is the biggest issue at the moment.  
There was a discussion around prevention of potential right wing terrorism and its 
impact on tourism in Durham. Jon Gluyas – Durham University 
The university have established a master plan for work on new labs and teaching 
space. It is a ten year plan and highlights specific effects on the city.
The University is working closely with DCC on 3 projects regarding energy 
initiatives. 

 It was noted that the Bishop Auckland Castle funding bid fell at the first 
hurdle

 There is interest in a new energy conservation project proposed by Adrian 
Cantle Jones 

 Before Christmas, with Maggie Bosanquet and James Davies, Jon had 
had a meeting with DCLG. The message was that everyone in the North 
East needs to act quickly once funding is released.

Action: JG to share link for masterplan with Board

Alison Gittins – Durham Business Club
AG is joining other CEOs in doing a sleep-out on 24th April to raise awareness of 
homelessness. 

10. Any Other Business
There was no other business

11. Date and Time of next meeting
2nd May, 2017 at 1pm 


